
Special Order Award Ideas
Recognizing Excellence 

Did you know recognition awards boost employee performance, morale, 
motivates employees and helps make a healthier workplace?

Staples offers a selection of corporate crystal, artistic lucite, plaques, desk 
items, and Made in the USA designs.

In a time crunch? We offer Quick Ship Services. Call for details.
If you have time and flexibility, you may want to look into Custom Awards.
We specialize in custom combinations of crystal, lucite, metal, and wood.
Please see last page for examples of custom work.

clientrelations2@Staples.com 

800.848.8084
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AN701 - 3” x 8¾” x 2”
Spectrum Chisel Carved Tower
*$89.00
*Estimated price, 1 piece minimum

Available in 6 colors: Gold, Red, Purple, Green, Blue, Black

VERSION 2018

Awards and Recognition
Below are a handful of selected AkzoNobel 
plaques and awards. Awards can be made for any 
AkzoNobel Brand. There are hundreds of other 
awards styles and sizes to choose from as well. 
Please contact the Staples Special Order Team for 
additional options, pricing or to place an order at: 
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800.848.8084

AN545 - 4” x 2 ½”
Clear Paperweight
*$17.00 
*Estimated cost, 1 piece, laser

Available in full color, 6 piece minimum

AN121 - 10½” x 13”
Certificate Holder - Black Piano Board
*$52.70
*Estimated price with Certificate, 1 piece minimum
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AN491 - 6” x 93/8 ”
Optic Crystal
*$95.00
*Estimated price, 6 piece minimum full color, 1 piece minimum sandblasted
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AN680C - 6” x 8 ½”
Beveled Crystal Plaque on Base
*$56.00
*Estimated price, 1 piece minimum

Available in 2 smaller sizes

AN434S - 8” x 10” Plaque
*$66.00
*Estimated price, 1 piece minimum
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AN608W - 2” x 7¾”
Crystal Towers with Jewel Cut Pillar
*$86.00
*Estimated price, 1 piece minimum
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AN540C - 5” x 7”
Crystal Tablet
*$75.00
*Estimated price, 6 piece minimum full color, 1 piece minimum sandblasted

AN511 - 6” x 8”
Clear Diamond Carve
*$75.00
*Estimated price, 1 piece minimum
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AN681* - 7¼” x 5¼”
Clear Crystal Clock 
*$73.50
*Estimated price

Personalization not included
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Below are a handful of selected AkzoNobel 
plaques and awards. Awards can be made for any 
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AN248B - Accommodates a 5” x 7” Photo
Leatherette Frame with Easel and Hanger
*$17.00
*Estimated price, personalization not included

Available in these colors, LB pictured

AN299 - 7½” x 4½”
Leatherette Rectangle Clock
$41.50
*Estimated price

Personalization not included

Available in these colors, DB pictured
(RW)(DB) (LB)(LB) (GR) (RS)

(RW)(DB) (LB)(LB) (GR) (RS)




